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Meet at Community Centre 

Prebendal Avenue 

1.30 p.m. for Notices at 2.00 p.m. 

Only Tea and Coffee this Month 

Wear Face Masks at all times except for 

Drinking at your Seat 

Sanitise at Door 

Speaker booked for 2.45 p.m. 
 

 

Date 

 

 

Speaker 

 

Title 

20th January 2022 Jeremy Holmes Shakespeare’s Lost Women 

17th February 2022 Alison Wall Pest Houses 

 

Shakespeare’s Lost Women 
 

Women being lost and found or lost and brought back to life is a major theme of Shakespeare’s late 

plays, but there are other women in both the comedies and tragedies who go through something similar.  

This talk explores this important theme and what it means for characters discovery and self-discovery 

whether they are men or women. 

 

 
 

Your u3a Summer Holiday 

Visiting AVON and CARDIFF June 9th to June 13th 2022 

Cost depending on number is £419 - £445 

Insurance £32                                       Single Supplement £100 
 

As things stand at the moment, it is likely I will have to cancel.  Motts have given me 

another month to hopefully recruit one or two more people for the holiday.  Therefore, I 

will not be giving out forms until next month.  If you are interested in joining the holiday 

or know of anyone outside the u3a that might be interested, please ring me on 01296  

488282. 
 

Julie Leach 
 

 

 

 

http://www.u3a.co/
mailto:editor@u3a.co


 

Your u3a Coach Trips 
 

Thursday 24th March                                                                                    CANTERBURY 
 

We estimate that the coach cost per member will be £10 per person. However, if they wish to visit the 

Cathedral then they will need to pay an entrance fee of £14.  As an alternative they can visit the gardens 

for £5. Apparently, there is an excellent web page.  Unfortunately, none of Heyfordian’s coaches are 

available on this day. I have contacted Mott’s and awaiting a reply. 
 

Thursday 28th April                                                                                   ARUNDEL CASTLE 

   

Coach cost £10 per member, entrance fee to Castle and Grounds £21 giving a total of £30.  (Yes, I know 

my math’s is not very good but the odd £1 comes out of Harding fund.)   Coach is provisionally booked. 

 

                                                       Michael Walden 
 

 

Geoff Short – Chair 
 

A very happy New Year to you all and I hope that you are keeping well in these difficult times. 2022 is 

the 40th year of u3a – more information to follow! After much discussion, your committee decided to 

keep with the “Face-to-face” meetings at Southcourt for the time being. Today we welcome Jeremy 

Holmes who will be talking about the lost women of Shakespeare.  We are continuing with the usual 

Covid protections: hand sanitizers are available for you to use at the entrance. Please ensure that you 

have a mask and keep this on during the meeting except when drinking.  We will be providing 

refreshments in the same manner as we did in December. That is tea and coffee will be available but no 

biscuits. Again, we ask you to take your drink back to your chair rather than move around in groups. 
 

We are still looking for more people to join the committee and specially to take on the role of treasurer 

from David Wilson. Remember that no treasurer means no group!!  David is happy to continue as 

mentor for a while, to anyone who feels able to take up this role. I have a breakdown of the work 

involved if anyone is interested. If two members would prefer to work together then this is a possibility. 
 

We have just been advised of the death of David McMahon.  David was a member of both the Music 

Group and the Transport Group and had been a member of our u3a, along with his wife Jean, from the 

very beginning of the group. He will be sadly missed.  We send our condolences to his wife Jean and the 

family.  
 

Ann Burman – Quiz Group 
 

Due to the current situation re Covid we have sadly 

decided to postpone the start of the group until April 19th. 

The advice re ventilation and wearing of face masks 

doesn't make the meetings viable or enjoyable! 

Hopefully we can meet again in April at the Tennis Club, 

2-4p.m as usual. No prizes just some fun plus tea/coffee and 

biscuits. Please think about getting some questions 

together for our re-start if you are able. 

 



Dave Rogers – Editor 
 

Plough Monday in Medieval Times 
 
Plough Monday was an important ritual for 

agricultural workers providing the 

opportunity to make some money at a 

difficult time of the year.  In medieval times 

the ploughboys were supposed to return to 

work on Monday after Twelfth Night - the 

start of the new ploughing season.  Instead, 

they blackened their faces with soot so they 

could not be recognised by their future 

employers; dragged a decorated plough 

around the larger houses in their villages 

shouting out “Penny for the ploughboys!”  

 

On arriving at the house, the ploughboys asked for bread, cheese and ale, or a contribution of 

money.  If the person or household was unwilling to contribute then the assembled ploughboys 

would turn their doorsteps over with the plough or cut a deep furrow in front of their door.  There 

are only a few records of this ever happening – either the threat was enough to produce some “gift” 

or the disguise was not good enough! 

 

Sometimes they were invited into the house to give a song or perform a play.  These songs have 

entered into Folk Lore of which one (Ploughboy) is given below: - 

 

 
Twas early one morning at the break of day, 

The young cocks were crowing; the farmer did 

say, 

Rise up me good fellows and work with good will, 

For your horses need somewhat their bellies to 

fill. 

 

At four in the morning, we rise from our bed, 

Go down to the pump and we douse in our head. 

We curry our horses and take ‘em in tow, 

Cause we’re dammed clever fellows as follows the 

plough. 

 

At six in the morning, it’s breakfast time now, 

And welcome it is, I can certainly vow, 

With eggs and with bread and a piece of old sow, 

Cause we’re dammed hungry fellows as follows 

the plough. 

 

We harness our horses, take them to the field, 

And a plentiful harvest in time it will yield. 

We plough all our furrows all in a straight row, 

Cause we’re dammed clever fellows as follows the 

plough. 
 

And come even tide then our work it shall end; 

It’s round to the alehouse to toast an old friend. 

Put a gallon of pint pots all in a straight row, 

Cause we’re dammed thirsty fellows as follows the 

plough. 
 

CHORUS (after each verse) 
 

It’s oorily, oorily, oorily, ay 

What have you been doing this long summer’s 

day? 

Ye ain’t ploughed an acre, I’ll swear and I’ll vow. 

Oh, you’re dammed idle fellows as follows the 

plough. 

 

 

The verses were sung by a leader, usually a ploughman, and the chorus by the ploughboys. 
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In some parts of the country, mummers joined the ploughboys 

and these mummers were invited into the house for a 

performance of their pantomime.  There is a wide degree of 

variation in dialogue, characters and action. Only five 

characters are found in nearly all versions: - Tom Fool, 

Recruiting Sergeant, Lady, Doctor, Dame Jane.  Two further 

characters turn up under a variety of titles (Farmer’s Boy & 

Beelzebub/Devil).  These seven appear in the photograph. 

 

Generally, Tom Fool enters first and introduces the play.  

He is followed by the Recruiting Sergeant, Farmer’s Boy 

and the Lady (dressed in drag).  The result of a discussion 

between these three characters is that the Farmer’s Boy 

leaves the Lady (his sweetheart) to join the army and the 

spurned female marries the fool.  

 

At this point a dance ensures. 

 

 In the next scene Dame Jane (also in drag) argues with Tom Fool that he has had a boy with her 

out of wedlock.  They too and fro until Beelzebub turns up with his club and has an altercation with 

Dame Jane until she falls down to the ground, hit on the head with his club.  
 

A Doctor is called by the Lady. 
 

Tom Fool offers money for him to go away – less alimony 

to pay!   
 

However, through 

various quackery, 

the Doctor brings 

Dame Jane back to 

life and the play 

finishes with a song. 

 
The merriment of Plough Monday is well documented back to the 15th Century with papers describing 

a “plough candle” being lit in church at this time of year.  Thus, the church has customarily bestowed 

a blessing upon the decorated plough as a symbol of a steady work ethic and a bountiful harvest to come 

until late 19th Century.  As the photographs show, this ceremony of blessing the plough has been revived 

in many rural churches, with or without Morris Dancers, on Plough Sunday (First Sunday in 

Epiphany).  Such services include the Blessing of the Seed as well as the Plough plus Prayers for the 

Land and Farming Community. 

 

 

Tom Fool 
In comes I who’s never been before, 
Six more actors at the door, 
Some can dance and some can sing, 
By your consent they will walk in. 

Doctor 
She is not dead, she’s in a trance. 
I’ll give her a sip of my wiff-waff, 
Put it down her tiff-taff. 
If she can dance, you can sing. 
Then rise, old girl, we’ll all begin. 

All Together 
Good Master And good mistress, 
As you sit around the fire, 
Remember us poor plough boys 
Who plod through mud and mire? 
The mud is so very deep, 
The water is not clear, 
We’ll thank you for a Christmas box, 
And a drop of your best beer. 
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Jasmine Reeks – Membership Secretary 
 

MEMBERSHIP 
 

Membership is now 141 after the death of Bob Hughes, a member since 2001. There was a notice in the 

Bucks Herald that a past member, Moira Watts 1999-2007? died in November 2021. More recent news 

is to report that David McMahon passed away in early January 2022. He had been a member of our 

u3a since its first year. Our condolences to both Jan and Jean. 
 

ONLINE RESEARCH 
 

We received a request from Khaleah Lewis-Valke, medical student from the University of Nottingham, for 

research for her University Dissertation/Research project. She is looking for volunteers aged 60+ to interview 

regarding their experiences of retiring during the pandemic. If you qualify and are interested, let me know and 

I will forward her email. 
 

LOCAL HISTORY 
 

At the moment, we are going ahead with our January 27th meeting. All members of the group have been 

contacted with details. If you change your mind, please let us know ASAP. 
 

For the February meeting, we are not sure we could financially run to a speaker and hall hire on current 

attendances. We may try for an outside walk and hope for milder weather! Watch for our email. 

 

The Village of Cookham 
 

 

Photograph copyright berkshirehistory.com 

 

During the first week in January, we drove through Cookham but didn’t stop. We have visited several 

times before for a variety of reasons. It is a pretty village. It houses the Stanley Spencer Gallery. It was 

one of the meeting points when our eldest was on the Thames Run. It has a car showroom which has 

Ferraris and Rolls Royces, which was handy for our Scavenger Hunts. There are nice walks and there 

used to be a super café. 

Cookham is an historic village on the Thames between Maidenhead and Marlow. Cookham Moor, 

which is in the heart of the village is managed by the National Trust.  At Cockmarsh, there is a small 

Bronze Age site, set in the northern bend between Marlow and Cookham with barrows still visible. 

There may have been a small Romano British settlement at the southern end of the village, with a 

crossing point of the river at Sashes Island on the Camlet Way between Silchester and Verulanium 

(present day St Albans). After the Romans left, early Saxon settlers in the parish arrived at Cookham 

Rise and then moved closer to the river. The island of Odney may have been sacred to the chief Saxon 

god, Woden, being Wodenes-Eye or “Woden’s Isle”. The river divided the territories of Mercia and 

Wessex, Cookham being on the Wessex side. In the 8th century a monastery, probably a twin house for 

monks and nuns was founded, possibly close to the present church. A National Religious Synod once 
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met here. The Saxon Kings also had a Royal Palace here. The Witan (Saxon parliament) met in 997 at 

Cookham held by Ethelred the Unready. Attending the Witan were 1 archbishop, 3 bishops, 2 aldermen, 

3 abbots and numerous lords from West Saxons, Mercians, Danes and English.  

Cookham became a royal manor sometime between 965 and 975, administered by King Edgar from his 

palace in Old Windsor and Cookham remained crown property until 1818. 

In the Domesday Book (1086) Cookham is listed as containing '32 villagers, 21 cottagers, 4 slaves, 2 

mills, 2 fisheries and woodland at 100 pigs'. It appears as Cocheham. In 1140, a Norman church was 

built on the site of Holy Trinity Church, Cookham. There is an interesting Lady Chapel part of the 

current Holy Trinity church dated to 1182. It was built on the site of a hermitage that adjoined the old 

Norman building. An anchoress lived here through the generosity of King Henry II, who may have been 

trying to expiate himself for the murder of St. Thomas à Beckett. She died in 1181. Although Cookham 

is described as a village, in 1225 it was described as a borough at the assizes. When a wooden bridge 

was built across the Thames by 1250 at Maidenhead as part of the London to Bristol main road, 

Cookham started to lose its status as Maidenhead grew. 

Holy Trinity church continued to be added to during the 14th 

to 16th centuries. In the Elizabethan period The Forge at 

Cookham Dean was built. Elizabeth I leased Widbrook to the 

villagers. On termination of the lease the villagers refused to 

return their grazing rights to the Crown, this was upheld by 

the Courts and Widbrook has been common land ever since.  

 

On March 9th 1741, Richard Smith, a highwayman was shot 

on the road and interred in the churchyard. 
 

Photograph of Holy Trinity Church, copyright Wikipedia 

 

Homes were built and changes in transport impinged on Cookham. In 1830 Cookham Lock opened 

replacing Hedsor Wharf. In 1854 Cookham railway line opened from Maidenhead to Wycombe. 1840 

a wooden road bridge was constructed across the Thames. It soon rotted and the attractive iron 

Cookham toll bridge was built in 1867 to replace it. Tolls ceased when the bridge was sold to Berkshire 

County Council but the old toll house can still be seen – usually from the car whilst waiting for the 

bridge traffic lights to change! 

 

The Painter Sir Stanley Spencer 
 

Sir Stanley Spencer was born at “Fernlea” on Cookham High Street on 30 

June 1891, the tenth of 11 children in the family. The house had been built 

by his grandfather, Master Builder Julius, who was also responsible for the 

local school and many other houses around the village.  

 

On the right is the Greenhouse and 

Garden of Fernlea, a personal favourite 

of Sir Stanley Spencer - copyright 

Ferens Gallery (Hull) 

 

On the left is the Stanley Spence Gallery, copyright Wikipedia 

 

On the next page is his biography from Wikipedia under 

an Attribution-ShareAlike Creative Commons License.  

Copyright The Tate  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Text_of_Creative_Commons_Attribution-ShareAlike_3.0_Unported_License
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“Sir Stanley Spencer, CBE RA (30 June 1891 – 14 December 1959) was an English painter. Shortly 

after leaving the Slade School of Art, Spencer became well known for his paintings depicting Biblical 

scenes occurring as if in Cookham, the small village beside the River Thames where he was born and 

spent much of his life. Spencer referred to Cookham as "a village in Heaven" and in his biblical scenes, 

fellow-villagers are shown as their Gospel counterparts. Spencer was skilled at organising multi -figure 

compositions such as in his large paintings for the Sandham Memorial Chapel and the Shipbuilding on 

the Clyde series, the former being a First World War memorial while the latter was a commission for 

the War Artists' Advisory Committee during the Second World War.  

As his career progressed Spencer often produced landscapes for commercial necessity and the intensity 

of his early visionary years diminished somewhat while elements of eccentricity came more to the fore. 

Although his compositions became more claustrophobic and his use of colour less vivid he maintained 

an attention to detail in his paintings akin to that of the Pre-Raphaelites. Spencer's works often express 

his fervent if unconventional Christian faith. This is especially evident in the scenes that he based in 

Cookham which show the compassion that he felt for his fellow residents and also his romantic and 

sexual obsessions. Spencer's works originally provoked great shock and controversy. Nowadays, they 

still seem stylistic and experimental, while the nude works depicting his futile relationship with his 

second wife, Patricia Preece, such as the Leg of mutton nude, foreshadow some of the much later works 

of Lucian Freud. Spencer's early work is regarded as a synthesis of French Post-Impressionism, 

exemplified for instance by Paul Gauguin, plus early Italian painting typified by Giotto. In later life 

Spencer remained an independent artist and did not join any of the artistic movements of the period, 

although he did show three works at the Second Post-Impressionist Exhibition in 1912”. 

We enjoy his art and have been stunned by the range of his work. Sandham Memorial is quite 

overwhelming, stunning and we have seen it in situ and at an exhibition in Somerset House in 2014. 

There was a Spencer exhibition at the Hepworth gallery in Wakefield in 2016. We had a brilliant 

holiday, who knew there were so many things to see near and around Wakefield? The Ferens Art 

Gallery in Hull has works by and a group portrait of Spencer and friends. When we visited it was “look, 

Stanley Spencer!”. Do Google Spencer to see his varied paintings, until we can venture out freely to the 

Galleries and Museums. 

The Writer Kenneth Grahame 

Born 8th March 1859 in Edinburgh & died 6th July 1932 in Pangbourne, 

Grahame was a British writer born in Edinburgh, Scotland. When he was 

five, his Granny Ingles, the children's maternal grandmother, of 

Cookham Dean, took care of Kenneth and his siblings when their mother 

died of scarlet fever and his father had alcohol problems. The children 

lived in a spacious, dilapidated house called The Mount, in expansive 

grounds, and were introduced to the riverside and boating by their 

uncle, David Ingles, who was a curate at Cookham Dean church. Due to 

lack of funds, he did not attend university but went to work at the Bank 

of England. He retired due to ill health in 1908, though it is possible there 

were other reasons for his retirement. In 1899, he married Elspeth 

Thomson but it was a not particularly close union. They had one son, 

Alistair, who suffered from various psychological conditions. Alistair 

later committed suicide whilst studying at Oxford University, aged 20. 

He is most famous for The Wind in the Willows (copyright the publisher). It was published in 1908 and 

was part educational – restraining headlong behaviour and learning from past misdeeds and partly 

fantastical. Many of the locations in the book were inspired by the local landscape: the River Thames, 

of course, the 'Wild Wood' at Quarry Wood in Bisham and 'Toad Hall' at Fawley Court, just across the 

river from Remenham. Mr. Toad himself was supposed to have been inspired by a former Sheriff of 

Berkshire, Col. Francis Ricardo of Lullebrook Manor on Odney Island.  He was a great philanthropist, 

but also something of an automobile enthusiast and was the first person in the parish to own one: a 

canary yellow Rolls Royce Silver Ghost, just like the one that got Mr. Toad into so much trouble. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edinburgh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cookham_Dean
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=David_Ingles&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Wind_in_the_Willows
http://www.berkshirehistory.com/villages/bisham.html
http://www.berkshirehistory.com/villages/remenham.html
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Information on free Zoom lectures 
 

The British Museum and Camden Adult Learning are running a set of free 90-minute history webinars 

(on Zoom) this term. The courses are free and available for all adult learners across the UK. They do 

not require travel to the Museum and the talks cover different aspect of British, world and museum 

history. No prior knowledge needed with a chance to ask questions at the end of each talk. The spring 

term webinars are listed below. If you would like further information about each webinar or to enrol 

just follow this link https://www.webenrol.com/camden/Default.asp?page=list&catID=5& 

 

 British cities at the British Museum: objects 

and Britain’s urban past  

24 January 2022, 11:00-12:30  

 

Archaeology stories from the soil: what museum 

objects can tell us about their buried life  

31 January 2022, 11:00-12:30 

  

Love is in the air: museum objects which 

express affection for people and places 

7 February 2022, 11.00-12.30  

 

Medieval queens: the life and times of four 

British queens 

21 February 2022, 11.00-12.30  

 

Global connections: community and commodity 

links in the museum collections 

28 February 2022, 11.00-12.30 

  

Learners' choice: a chance for you to help select 

the workshop topic 

7 March 2022, 11.00-12. 

 

Tony Vickers 
 

FUN AT THE SEASIDE – VICTORIAN STYLE 
 

Mention the seaside and it brings back nostalgic memories 

of childhood, family outings, places of discovery, collecting 

and adventure, rocks, waves, sand, shells, seaweed, tides, 

fossils and nature. It enables us to reconnect with the past.  

For the early Victorians and following on from the earlier 

Spa traditions, visits to the seaside were initially centred 

around unadulterated ozone, seabathing, seeking cures for 

a variety of ailments or to escape the distinctly unhealthy 

conditions in towns and cities (smallpox, diphtheria, scarlet 

fever).   

 

From the early 1840’s, seaside holidays, particularly for 

the less affluent, offered temporary release from normal 

social restraints and working conditions.  By 1899, 

competition between coastal towns became intense.  The 

coming of cheap excursion trains (penny a mile from 

1840’s), shorter working hours, higher disposable incomes 

(when holidays were not paid), and the growth of 

attractive facilities (piers, trams, amusement arcades, 

fairgrounds, music halls, Punch and Judy, hospitality, 

overcrowded boarding houses and hotels, bowling greens) 

brought rapid expansion to a wide range of English seaside 

towns. Excursions run by Sunday Schools, Sports Clubs, 

temperance societies and benevolent employers 

blossomed.  Increasingly, day trippers ‘going on a spree’ 

were offered pleasure steamers, zoos, rowdy pubs, bathing 

machines, salt-water baths, pavilions and promenades. 

There was a particular craze for marine aquariums.  

 
 

Vintage L.N.E.R. Railway Poster 
 

https://www.webenrol.com/camden/Default.asp?page=list&catID=5&
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Alongside all this there grew a range of insurance and savings schemes, Friendly Societies, holiday 

clubs, Whit weeks and Fairs, all designed to help in the budgeting and planning of seaside holidays 

within cohesive urban communities. 

 

As day tourists and holiday makers came from a diversity of 

economic and social backgrounds, many seaside towns 

represented distinct social tones and class distinctions – 

Ramsgate for the working classes, Brighton as the ‘Queen’ of 

seaside resorts, Bognor for sea air and social exclusivity, 

Southend becoming ‘East End on Sea’.  From the 1850’s 

Blackpool, often viewed as ‘from beerhouse to beach’, 

became England’s first working class seaside resort, boasting 

over 2M annual visitors by 1890. Its array of attractions 

(Winter Gardens, Tower Ballroom and Chinatown and 

Circus, Piers, Grand Theatre, Opera House) surpassed any 

other leisure resort in the world. It also explained why the 

lure of the seaside holiday had its roots in the communities of 

the Lancashire textile towns.  In particular it held a special 

appeal to thrifty, respectable, self-improving working-class 

people with links to the Co-op, The Chapel, the Sports Club 

and the Liberal party. On a day trip, married men became 

bachelors again. Its South Shore still faced hordes of rowdy, 

unwashed Sunday trippers scrubbing in the sea. 

 

Over 100 piers appeared on the English and Welsh 

coastlines by the 1870’s; today, more than 60% have 

disappeared or become derelict.  Some of these can be 

found in St. Anne’s, Hastings, Bognor, Brighton and 

Colwyn Bay. They offered not only a different visual 

perspective (visitors felt they were out at sea) but were 

built to provide new forms of leisure activities – fishing, 

promenading and fashion displays, comic 

entertainment, passenger terminals and landing sites, 

theatres and cabaret shows, shops and ornate pavilions. 

 

Critics of the seaside resorts were not slow to voice their concerns over exposure to dangerous pleasures, 

unsavoury temptations, drinking and mixing ‘with those from the noisy, vulgar and sickly world’. Even 

the prospect of illicit sexual encounters was frowned upon while voyeurs of bathing huts for ladies were 

treated with disdain. 

 

Shy damsels in frilly costumes and voluminous skirts 

would emerge cautiously from bathing machines, making 

sure not too many men were watching. They then spent 

several minutes bobbing up and down in shallow water 

(very few could swim) before withdrawing to dress. In 

many resorts you would soon come across visitors 

displaying ‘airs of dignified stiffness’. Mixing with people 

with ‘blotchy papular faces (eruptive skin diseases) and 

wearing yellow shoes or being jostled by corpulent 

drysalters (dealers in dyes, glues and chemicals) or being 

entertained by discordant Ethiopian serenaders - 

complaints such as these, along with tablecloths with 

mustard stains, were most common. Even taking tea on 

the beach marked you out as a ‘day tripper’. 
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While young male visitors often preferred the company of ‘girls who are forward and slangy, wear 

makeup and daring bathing clothes’, refined girls with impressive table manners, staying in expensive 

private hotels and wishing to meet ‘nice people’ invariably joined the growing ranks of spinsters. The 

marriage market was rapidly changing. 

 

Even by the end of the Victorian period, some towns were already losing their mass appeal as the 

‘seaside culture’ began to change. Starting in a highly favoured position, by 1900 New Brighton had 

become ‘the distressed gentlewoman of a Liverpool suburb’. Southport, Blackpool’s more genteel, 

fashionable and socially superior neighbour, resisted the growth of popular amusements and had no 

ambitions to cater to the tastes of working-class visitors (cloth caps and donkeys) from Lancashire 

towns. Lord Street became the high fashion shopping area, almost an early version of Bicester Village. 
 

Jane Elliston – Group Leader 
 

Photography 
 

This group will next meet at Caldecotte Lake, Milton 

Keynes on Thursday10th February at 10:30. This is the 

perfect group for anyone who would enjoy going out to 

take photographs and meet for lunch or coffee.  Then look 

at each other’s photos over a coffee the next month.; 

nothing technical you can use any camera or tablet or 

mobile phone. Ring Jane on 07788494380 if you would like 

to join us. 
 

Art Coffee Morning 
 

Our next meeting is on 

Tuesday 8th February 2021 

at 10:30 at Jane's house. We 

still have space if anyone 

would like to come along and 

see what it’s all about - only 

50p for coffee and biscuits 

 

 

Jim Wilding – Group Leader 
 

History of Transport and Musical Appreciation Groups. 

 

Unfortunately, I am having to suspend 

my hosting of these groups to try to 

remain Covid free during a series of 

hospital appointments and surgery. My 

availability over the next few months is 

unpredictable. I have contacted group 

members and will keep them informed 

of any possible meetings and publish the 

information in the Newsletter. 
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Simon Reeks – Gadget Group 
 

Over the last week or so, I have built my first 

Windows 11 PC – a rather painful (but 

ultimately satisfying) learning curve. 

 

A number of other things achieved this month, 

including helping source and setup both a new 

smart television and a new laptop. If you’re 

having any problems using gadget related 

Christmas presents or indeed anything picked 

up in the Black Friday / New Year sales, or if 

you need any help or advice about the new 

Windows 11 or indeed any other (non Apple) 

"gadget" subject, please contact me on 01296 

482735 or reeks@fangio.co.uk and I'll see 

what I can do. 

 

Next Contribution Date Friday 11th February 2022 

 Contributions Welcome from ALL Members 

 

Answer to Christmas Puzzle 
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